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All Nekoosa Carbonless Papers Now SFI Certified
Becomes first company to SFI-certify entire carbonless product line

NEKOOSA, WI – As a part of its broad commitment to corporate environmental responsibility, Nekoosa Coated
Products announced today that its entire line of carbonless papers has achieved the Sustainable Forestry Initiative®
(SFI) chain of custody certification (SGS-SFI/COC-US09/5523). Nekoosa is the only company to have SFI
certification for an entire line of carbonless products, both digital and offset.
“I am excited to share this extension of our strong commitment to the sustainable management of forests, which is
critically important to our community, our industry, and our planet.” said Paul Charapata, president.
Nekoosa is now certified by the world’s three leading forest management programs: the Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), and the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).
Nekoosa successfully demonstrated its ability to meet strict compliance requirements in multiple areas of
certification including chain of custody, which is a method of tracking wood through the supply chain from certified
forests to end-users of certified products.
Featuring the darkest, most durable image on the brightest sheet in the business, Nekoosa carbonless papers
deliver crisp, clear images that independent laboratory tests prove are darker than any competitor’s from the first
day through the last. Carbonless papers and other Nekoosa products are available through the company’s
international network of distributors.
Known for innovation in carbonless paper technology for over 50 years, Nekoosa Coated Products now offers digital
and offset synthetic papers including the world’s first magnetic paper, MagneCote®; a unique digital polyester
called Thermanent©; Synaps®, a premium synthetic paper for offset and Indigo presses; a full line of FSC-certified
digital coated papers, bond papers, and other specialty papers.
For more information, please visit www.nekoosacoated.com.
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